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In this paper we aim to understand how bounded rationality affects performance of democrat-
ic institutions. We consider policy choice in a representative democracy when voters do not
fully anticipate a politician's strategic behavior to manipulate his reelection chances. We find
that this limited strategic sophistication affects policy choice in a fundamental way. Under per-
fect sophistication, a politician does not make any use of his private information but complete-
ly panders to voters' opinions. In contrast, under limited sophistication, a politician makes
some use of private information and panders only partially. Limited sophistication crucially de-
termines how welfare under representative democracy compares to welfare under alternative
political institutions such as direct democracy or governance by experts. We find that, under
limited strategic sophistication, representative democracy is preferable to the other institu-
tions from an ex ante perspective.
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1. Introduction

How does bounded rationality affect the performance of democratic institutions? We analyze policy choice in a representative
democracy when voters have limited cognitive abilities to anticipate a politician's strategic behavior. In particular, voters may not
fully acknowledge a politician's incentive to bias a policy choice towards their opinions, that is to engage in populism. A politi-
cian's incentive to bias a policy choice in this way originates from the fact that it may make voters believe that he is competent
and thus improve his chances to get reelected. We compare political outcomes and the resulting level of welfare under represen-
tative democracy with direct democracy and a form of government where decision making is delegated to experts. We show that
the welfare-ranking of the three institutions is crucially affected by bounded rationality.

The existing political economy literature that aims to understand the working of democratic institutions is almost exclusively
based on the assumption of perfect rationality (Besley, 2006). As put by Besley (2006, p. 172) “going forward it would be interest-
ing to understand better what the differences are between behavioral models of politics and the postulates of strict rationality.” In
this paper we study how democratic institutions work under bounded rationality. We thus contribute to a small but growing lit-
erature on how deviations from perfect rationality shape policies.

We focus on bounded rationality in the form of limited strategic sophistication. In particular, our analysis is based on a model
of limited strategic thinking, dubbed k-thinking. This model was introduced by Stahl and Wilson (1994, 1995) and Nagel (1995).
Since then, a sizeable literature has developed that explores k-thinking theoretically and empirically, including Ho et al. (1998),
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Costa-Gomes et al. (2001), Crawford (2003), Camerer et al. (2004), Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006), Crawford and Iriberri
(2007a), and Goldfarb and Yang (2009), among others. The literature has found strong experimental support for k-thinking.

As a result of their empirical success, models of k-thinking have been used to study the performance and design of institutions
when agents are boundedly rational rather than infinitely sophisticated, as assumed in standard analysis. For instance, Camerer et
al. (2004) discuss speculation and price setting from the perspective of k-thinking. This is important for the analysis of financial
market regulation and central bank policy. Crawford and Iriberri (2007b) and Crawford et al. (2009) study the performance of
auctions, an important institution for an efficient allocation of resources. By focusing on the political domain, our paper contrib-
utes to studying the performance of social institutions under level-k thinking.

Apart from bounded rationality, the framework we consider is a fairly standard one. Our framework is reminiscent, for in-
stance, of Maskin and Tirole (2004). In particular, a representative voter is endowed with an opinion about which policy maxi-
mizes his expected utility. We will refer to the representative voter simply as “the voter”. Importantly, the voter's opinion may
be wrong. There is a politician who observes the voter's opinion. Moreover, the politician receives a signal indicating which policy
maximizes the voter's utility from an ex-ante point of view. There are two types of politicians dubbed competent and incompe-
tent, respectively. The competent type's signal perfectly reveals the optimal policy (from an ex ante point of view), whereas the
incompetent type's signal is noisy. As in career concern models (for instance, Holmström, 1999; Prat, 2005), politicians do not ob-
serve their type. This captures the fact that it may be very difficult to objectively prove whether one policy choice dominates
another.

There are two office periods. An incumbent politician selects a policy for the first period. At the end of the first period, an elec-
tion takes place where the incumbent may get reelected or replaced by a challenger. Then, a policy is chosen for the second pe-
riod. The voter's aim is to (re)elect the politician whom he believes to be most competent.

In order to get reelected, a politician has an incentive to pander to the voter's opinion. This incentive to pander may potentially
be mitigated by the voter receiving a (noisy) signal about which policy has been optimal before the election takes place. The voter
uses this signal to judge the incumbent politician's competence. Crucially, however, the voter's judgment is also (rationally) influ-
enced by his prior opinion about which policy is optimal. This induces an incentive for a politician to pander to the voter's opinion
because it will make him look more competent in the voter's eyes and increase the chance of getting reelected.

Beliefs of limited strategic sophistication refer to the voter's limited ability to anticipate the politician's strategic incentives to
pander to the voter's opinion. Since this inability may concern different orders of strategic behavior, these beliefs will be defined
in a recursive way. We refer to them as sophistication-k beliefs or, simply, k-beliefs.

The recursive definition of k-beliefs works as follows. If a voter is fully naive, he has a 0-belief. This means that he believes that
a politician chooses a policy in a way to maximize the voter's welfare. This belief reflects the case where the voter takes the con-
stitutional role of politicians in a democracy, as managers of the state on behalf of the people, literally. As we will show, under this
naive belief, a politician faces an incentive not to fully maximize the voter's welfare but to partially distort the policy towards the
voter's opinion. If the voter has a 1-belief, he anticipates the politician's incentive to deviate from the voter's 0-belief. This, how-
ever, induces a second-order incentive for the politician to deviate from the voter's 1-beliefs. If the voter also anticipates the poli-
tician's second-order incentive to deviate, he is endowed with a 2-belief etc. Iterating forward in this way, we finally end up with
perfect rationality as the limit case of an ∞-belief.

We take the voter's level of k as given. The empirical evidence suggests values for k of one or two (Camerer et al., 2004;
Crawford and Iriberri, 2007b). This stands in sharp contrast to the requirement of unlimited rationality for anticipating strategic
reactions for infinitely many orders. A salient example of how difficult it is in practice to anticipate higher-order strategic reac-
tions is provided by the chess game.

Whether k is to be seen as a low number, as suggested by the behavioral literature, or rather infinitely high turns out to cru-
cially matter for our results. First, we find that the higher the voter's degree of sophistication, the stronger the incentive of a pol-
itician to pander. The intuition for this result is that a more sophisticated voter expects the politician to pander more. As a result,
the politician will indeed pander more. Under perfect sophistication (or rationality), the voter expects the politician to fully pan-
der and the politician does so, in turn. This entails that the politician will not make use of any private information. Overall, the
politician's incentive to pander is crucially affected by limited strategic sophistication. Thus, a representative democracy yields
different policy results under bounded rationality, compared to the case of perfect rationality.

Under a broad range of circumstances, the fact that the politician will not make use of any private information under perfect ra-
tionality is deteriorating for welfare. Under these circumstances, welfare is higher under limited strategic sophistication than under
perfect rationality. This challenges the common wisdom that deviations from full rationality are mostly detrimental for welfare.

Our analysis proceeds with comparing the desirability of representative democracy in comparison to other political institu-
tions in the case of bounded rationality. In particular, we compare representative democracy to direct democracy and to the
case where policy making is fully delegated to independent experts. We show that the welfare-ranking of the three institutions
is crucially affected by beliefs of limited strategic sophistication. We also show that, from the ex ante perspective of a constitution-
al designer, beliefs of limited strategic sophistication give representative democracy an edge over direct democracy and over del-
egation to experts.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related literature. Section 3 introduces a model of
representative democracy. In Section 4, we formally introduce beliefs of limited strategic sophistication and solve the model. In
Section 5, we compare representative democracy to the case of direct democracy and to the case of delegation of policy making
to independent experts. We discuss supporting evidence as well as the robustness of our findings in Section 6 and conclude in
Section 7. Proofs are contained in the Appendix A if not stated otherwise.
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An earlier version of this paper (Binswanger and Prüfer, 2009) presents results for the model under more general assumptions.
It also contains several extensions, showing that the results from the baseline setup presented here are fairly robust.

2. Related theoretical literature

In this section, we discuss the related theoretical literature, deferring the discussion of empirical issues until Section 6. Maskin
and Tirole (2004) analyze the welfare effects of pandering when voters are imperfectly informed about which of two potential
policy options is optimal. As in our model, there are two types of politicians. These do not differ in terms of their competence
but in terms of whether their preferences are congruent or non-congruent with voters'. The crucial difference between our anal-
ysis andMaskin and Tirole's work is that our analysis is based on k-beliefs. Canes-Wrone et al. (2001) consider a setup where both
voters and politicians are imperfectly informed about which of two policy options is optimal. Again, our analysis differs because of
our focus on bounded rationality. Furthermore, Canes-Wrone et al. do not compare the welfare properties of different political
institutions. Dixit and Weibull (2007) study the possibility of polarization in voters' beliefs in a setup that is reminiscent of
ours, but assuming that voters are perfectly rational. Alesina and Tabellini (2007) analyze the optimal allocation of responsibilities
between politicians and bureaucrats under perfect rationality.

Several existing papers explore deviations from standard preferences or beliefs on political outcomes. Hillman (2010) analyzes the
role of “expressive behavior.” This means behavior that is adopted in order to create a positive self-image or to please others, in a way
that runs against one's ownmaterial self-interest. Peoplemay engage in this type of behavior since it spends “expressive utility”. Hill-
man shows how expressive behavior may lead to disadvantageous policies that no one would choose if responsible for the outcome.
Bénabou and Tirole (2006) explore how people may be motivated to distort their beliefs about the importance of hard work for an
advantageous economic career. These beliefs, in turn, determine the size of the welfare state and may lead to multiple equilibria.
Sieg (2001) explores whether patterns of political business cycles that arise under rational expectations may also emerge if agents
are boundedly rational adaptive learners. He finds that rationality is not a necessary prerequisite for political business cycles.

3. A model of representative democracy

3.1. The political game: voters, politicians, and timing

3.1.1. Voters
We consider an economy populated by a representative voter, whomwe simply refer to as “the voter”.1 There are two periods

(referring to two office periods of politicians). In each period, the voter's utility is determined by

V ¼ − g−x�−ε
� �2

: ð1Þ

The variable g∈R denotes a policy action that is set by the office-holding politician. Neglecting ε, the utility maximizing level
of g is given by x*∈R. A crucial assumption in our framework is that x* is unobserved. For technical reasons, we assume that x* is
drawn at the beginning of each period by nature from a normal distribution with mean Ex* and variance σx

2. The mean may vary
across periods and is unknown. The variable ε is a normally distributed random variable with an expected value of zero and a var-
iance of σε

2. We assume that ε is identically and independently distributed over time and independent of all other random vari-
ables in the model. As is the case for x*, ε is also unobserved. The distribution of ε is common knowledge.

As we will discuss in more detail below, nature first draws x*, before ε is realized. The policy action g is to be set after x* has
been determined but before ε is realized. Thus, x* determines the ex ante optimal policy. It specifies how, from an ex ante point
of view, a choice of g translates into voters' utility. In contrast, ε represents a short-term shock to x* and determines the ex
post optimal level of g. Whereas x* and ε are not observed in isolation, the voter observes the sum x*+ε after g has been set.
This allows him to learn, although imperfectly, about x*.

From an ex-ante perspective, the voter's utility in a period is given by the expected value of V, that is by

EV ¼ −E g−x�−ε
� �2h i

: ð2Þ

There are two essential features of Eq. (1) or (2). First, x* determines a unique interior optimum for g from an ex ante point of
view. Second, there is risk aversion with respect to g.

As already stated, x* is not observed and Ex* is unknown. However, the voter has a prior belief about x*. Specifically, his prior
belief about x* is given by x, which is a normally distributed random variable with mean μ and variance σx

2. To clearly distinguish x
and μ from k-beliefs introduced below, we shall speak of the former as the voter's opinion about x*.

3.1.2. Politicians
The policy action g is chosen and implemented by an incumbent politician. A politician observes the voter's prior opinion μ

(and σx
2) about x*. The politician does not observe x* directly. Rather, he receives a signal ξ that is informative about x*. For

1 See Binswanger and Prüfer (2009) for the case of voters with heterogeneous beliefs.
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simplicity, we assume that the politician does not have any prior about x* before receiving the signal ξ. Thus, the signal ξ acts as
the politician's prior.

There are two politician types that we dub competent and incompetent, respectively. The ex ante probability that a politician
is competent is denoted by α and is common knowledge. The competent politician obtains a prior ξ=x* that corresponds to the
truth. An incompetent politician obtains a prior ξ=x*+ζ, where ζ is a normally distributed random variable with mean zero and
variance σζ

2. We assume that ζ is independent of all other random variables in the model and that it is independently drawn in
periods one and two.2 Furthermore, the distribution of ζ is common knowledge. As it is common in the literature on career con-
cerns (see Holmström, 1999, or Prat, 2005), we assume that a politician does not observe his type. Since ξ acts as a politician's
prior, we have E[x*|ξ]=ξ for both politician types.

We adopt an assumption of Alesina and Tabellini (2007) and Glaeser et al. (2005), that the politician has lexicographic pref-
erences. In particular, a politician cares first about reelection. Conditional on being reelected, he maximizes welfare of the voter.
The second objective reflects that that the politician's private economic preferences are the same as the voter's as in a “citizen-
candidate”model (Osborne and Slivinski, 1996; Besley and Coate, 1997). However, the politician's primary goal is to stay in office.

3.1.3. Timing of the political game
For clarity, we introduce a time index t=1,2 that refers to first and second office periods, respectively. The timing of the game

is as follows.

• Office period one:
– Stage 1: Nature draws x1* and determines the type of the incumbent politician and his prior ξ1.
– Stage 2: The incumbent politician chooses the policy g1, which becomes public knowledge.
– Stage 3: Nature draws ε1 and sends the signal x1*+ε1 to the voter.
– Stage 4: The voter decides whether to reelect or to oust the incumbent politician.

• Office period two:
– Stage 1: Nature draws x2* and determines the prior ξ2 of the politician in office.
– Stage 2: The politician chooses g2.
– Stage 3: Nature draws ε2.

Note that the voter has only one move in the entire game: he decides whether to cast his vote for the incumbent politician or
for a challenger. We solve the game by backward induction for a sophistication-k equilibrium, a solution concept that we define
below and that boils down to a special case of a perfect Bayesian equilibrium for k=∞.3

3.2. Discussion of the model

In this subsection, we comment on key assumptions made above. Elections and representative democracy serve various pur-
poses. First, elections are a mechanism of preference aggregation (Downs, 1957; Riker, 1982). Second, elections help to discipline
and monitor politicians and thus alleviate problems of moral hazard (Barro, 1973; Ferejohn, 1986). Third, elections allow for
selecting political leaders according to their ability to choose appropriate policies (Rogoff, 1990; Canes-Wrone et al., 2001). In
our analysis, we focus on the latter aspect in an environment of limited strategic sophistication. In the interest of transparency
and to keep the analysis tractable, we exclude the first two aspects by assuming that voters are homogeneous and that there is
no scope for moral hazard.

Concerning a politician's information, we have assumed that the signal ξ directly acts as the politician's prior belief. Assuming,
instead, that the politician would have a prior before obtaining ξ would simply complicate the analysis. In that case, the politi-
cian's best information about x* when choosing a policy would be a weighted average of his prior and the signal ξ. This would
mean carrying around more notation without leading to additional interesting insights. Thus, we directly take ξ as the politician's
prior and refer to it as such. An immediate consequence of this is that, upon learning ξ, a rational politician will not apply Bayes'
rule but base his actions directly on ξ.

In our model, a politician gets a signal about the ex ante optimal policy while the voter does not. In this sense, a politician is
better informed than the voter (although the signal is noisy in the case of the incompetent politician). That politicians get infor-
mation that voters do not get reflects that politicians have access to various bodies of advisers. Moreover, politicians have a much
stronger incentive to be well informed about policies than voters since a single voter has only a negligible influence on policy
choice (Maskin and Tirole, 2004), whereas a politician's career depends crucially on his information. Finally, voters may also be-
have “expressively” (Hillman, 2010), which has an effect similar to being prone to distorted or missing information (although “ex-
pressive” behavior may not be seen as irrational).

2 In Binswanger and Prüfer (2009), we consider the case that an incumbent politician who stays in office in the second period keeps the draw of ζ from the first
period for the second one.

3 As is usual in dynamic games of incomplete information, multiple perfect Bayesian equilibria exist in this game, i.e. multiple equilibria exist in the case of
unlimited strategic sophistication. Since, in this paper, our focus is on the role of limited strategic sophistication, we do not provide a fully-fledged analysis of
the complete set of perfect Bayesian equilibria that arise under unlimited sophistication. Interestingly, though, the sophistication-k equilibrium provides a natural
equilibrium selection criterion among standard perfect Bayesian equilibria under unlimited sophistication: there exists a perfect Bayesian equilibrium under un-
limited strategic sophistication that provides the limit case where boundedly rational agents would converge to if going through an infinite k-thinking/learning
process. See also footnote 11.
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We view the assumption that a politician does not observe his own type as natural since it is generally very difficult to provide
objective evidence that a certain political platform is “wrong” (i.e. far off the welfare maximizing one). Thus, there is very limited
information a politician may rely on to determine his type. Alternatively, one may take this assumption as reflecting that politi-
cians are overconfident. Thus, every politician may view himself as competent and believe that he got the perfectly revealing sig-
nal himself (while other politicians may get noisy ones).4

As an example of a situation the model may apply to, consider the allocation of funds for combating crime. Specifically, sup-
pose that there is a given budget to be spent for combating crime. The relevant decision is to determine the share of this budget to
be spent on preventive measures (schooling, prevention of youth unemployment, quality of neighborhoods etc.) versus the share
to be spent on punishment (for instance, prison infrastructures). In this example, x* refers to the optimal budget share for preven-
tive measures, given the general current situation in society. This may refer to the degree of income inequality and ethnic hetero-
geneity, the degree to which people follow certain norms, the general level of youth unemployment etc. The variable ε
corresponds to a short-term shock to the “threat of crime” and may originate from a sudden rise in youth unemployment, a sud-
den increase in immigration or the like.5

4. Analysis of representative democracy

4.1. Preliminary considerations

We start the analysis by establishing two preliminary results, namely about the voter's reelection decision and about the
voter's posterior opinion about x1* after having obtained the signal x1*+ε1. Equipped with these two preliminary results, we
will then turn to the decisive element of our analysis: bounded rationality in the form of beliefs of limited strategic sophistication.

To study the reelection decision, we first need to consider a politician's choice in the second office period. A politician's prima-
ry goal is to maximize the chance of staying in office. However, in the second period, there is no further office period ahead. There-
fore, the politician's objective is to maximize voters' expected welfare (Eq.(2)).6 As a result, the politician sets g2=ξ2. Hence, in
case of a competent politician, g2=x2* and, using Eq. (2), EV2=−σε

2. In case of an incompetent politician, g2=x2*+ζ2 and EV2=
−σε

2−σζ
2. Thus, expected utility is higher in the case of the competent politician.

This observation directly determines the voter's reelection decision. The voter wants to maximize the probability that the pol-
itician in the second period is competent. Thus, a voter reelects an incumbent if and only if the posterior probability that the in-
cumbent is competent, after having observed g1 and x1* +ε1, is higher than the prior probability that an unknown challenger is
competent, given the voter's belief about the strategy of a competent politician. Denote the voter's posterior probability that an
incumbent is competent by α̂ . Then the voter reelects the incumbent if and only if α̂ > α.7

We now turn to the second preliminary piece of analysis, namely the voter's posterior opinion about x1* after having obtained
the signal x1*+ε1. It is characterized by the following lemma.

Lemma 1. (Posterior opinion about x1*) The voter's posterior opinion x̂1 about the ex ante optimal policy level x1* is normally distrib-
uted with mean μ̂ 1 ¼ 1−βð Þμ1 þ β x�1 þ ε1

� �
and variance σ̂ 2

x ¼ σ2
xσ

2
ε

σ2
xþσ2

ε
, where β≡ σ2

x
σ2

xþσ2
ε
.

It is noteworthy that we have assumed that voters are perfectly rational when it comes to Bayesian updating. While it may be
interesting to explore deviations from Bayesian updating, we abstain from this by focusing on the implications of limited strategic
sophistication in an otherwise unperturbed environment. We do so for the sake of transparency.

4.2. Beliefs of limited strategic sophistication

Nowwe turn to the first office period. Because almost all variables that appear below refer to the first period – and because the
results referring to the first period are the ones of main interest – we find it convenient to simplify notation and drop the time
index when there is no danger of confusion. Thus, if not explicitly stated otherwise, μ refers to μ1 etc.

For the reelection decision, the voter infers the posterior likelihood α̂ that the incumbent politician is competent (see previous
subsection). To do so, he essentially has two pieces of information: first, he observes the politician's choice of g; second, obtaining
nature's signal about x*, he forms a posterior opinion μ̂ (as determined by Lemma 1).

The voter uses g and μ̂ to infer the politician's prior ξ. For this, the voter must realize that g is a function of ξ. In other words the
voter understands that the politician uses ξ when choosing g. Since the politician's prior as inferred by the voter need not a priori
be identical with the prior that the politician actually has obtained, we denote the inferred prior by ξ̂.

We assume that the voter believes that his posterior opinion μ̂ is the best available or trustworthy information about x*, i.e. he
assumes that g does not provide any information about x* beyond μ̂ . This assumption reflects that the voter is overconfident about

4 For evidence on overconfidence among executives, see Malmendier and Tate (2005).
5 We assume that x* is normally distributed because of the high tractability of the normal distribution. For the example of choosing a share of a budget to be

spent on preventive measures for combating crime, the policy variable could only take on values between zero and one. This would not be consistent with a nor-
mal distribution. However, it is straightforward to find a transformation of the domain of admissible policies such that they may take on any real value.

6 As mentioned before, this is best understood as the politician promoting his own private economic well-being as in a “citizen-candidate” model.
7 For an explicit expression of α̂ see Binswanger and Prüfer (2009) where we analyze a more involved version of the model presented here. Explicitly deter-

mining α̂ is not relevant for the following arguments.
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his own opinion.8 Overconfidence has been found to be a very common property of human judgment (Alpert and Raiffa, 1982;
Biais et al., 2005; Malmendier and Tate, 2005). In their survey of behavioral finance, De Bondt and Thaler (1995) call overconfi-
dence “perhaps the most robust finding in the psychology of judgment.”

Due to this assumption, the voter will judge the politician's competence as follows. Having inferred ξ̂, the voter will conclude
that it is likely that the incumbent is competent and reelect him if ξ̂ comes close to μ̂ . If the distance between μ̂ and the inferred ξ̂
is large, the voter will conclude that it is unlikely that the incumbent is competent and hence oust him. In other words, the voter
rewards conformity of politicians, in the sense that he rewards ξ̂ being close to μ̂ .

It is crucial to realize that, at this point, it is an open issue how the voter infers ξ̂ from g. It is a fundamental observation that the
voter can only infer ξ̂ if he has a belief about how the politician uses his prior ξ to choose g. Formally, we may state that the voter
has a belief that the politician chooses g according to a function G, such that g=G(ξ). Observing g, he thus infers ξ̂ as the inverse of
the G function (we neglect existence of the inverse of G for the moment). The k-beliefs of limited strategic sophistication represent a
specification of the belief function G.

4.2.1. Strategic belief of sophistication of level zero
In models of sophistication-k thinking (or k-thinking, for short), the corresponding k-beliefs are defined in a recursive way. By

construction, the recursion starts with an initial belief that is fully non-strategic, i.e. naive (Camerer et al., 2004; Crawford and
Iriberri, 2007b). The only belief of the voter that qualifies as fully non-strategic and naive is the belief that the politician maxi-
mizes the voter's welfare. Every other belief contains some strategic element and can thus not qualify as an initial belief.

The naive k=0-belief takes the constitutional role of politicians in a democracy, as managers of the state on behalf of the peo-
ple, literally. It is important to notice, though, that initializing k-beliefs as non-strategic/naive does not mean that any individual
has these naive beliefs. Rather the iteration of k-beliefs reflects some learning process that starts with a naive belief and develops
from there (Crawford and Iriberri, 2007b). Evidence from experiments points to the fact that most individuals iterate by one or
two levels (Camerer et al., 2004; Crawford and Iriberri, 2007b).

According to 0-beliefs, the politician sets g=ξ. This maximizes Eq. (2) given that the politician's best information about x* is ξ.
Making use of the G function introduced above, we write 0-beliefs as G0(ξ)≡ξ (that is G0 is the identity function).

A strategic politician plays best response to the voter's belief. The politician anticipates the logic of the voter's reelection de-
cision. In particular, the closer the ξ̂ that the voter infers from g comes to the voter's posterior opinion about x*, μ̂ , the higher the
voter's estimated likelihood that the incumbent politician is competent. In other words, the lower the distance

ξ̂−μ̂
���

���;

the higher α̂ .
However, the politician does not know μ̂ when choosing g because μ̂ depends on x*+ε (see Lemma 1). The politician's only rel-

evant piece of information is his prior ξ. Thus, the politicianmaximizes the expected chance of getting reelected byminimizing

g−E μ̂ ξj �½ j:j

Knowing that μ̂ ¼ 1−βð Þμ þ β x� þ εð Þ from Lemma 1 (and given that E[x*|ξ]=ξ and E[ε|ξ]=0), the politician sets

g ¼ E μ̂ ξj � ¼ 1−βð Þμ þ βξ:½ ð3Þ

Thus, if the voter holds the 0-belief g=G0(ξ)=ξ, the politician deviates from this belief. He finds it in his interest to distort the
policy choice towards the voter's prior opinion, μ, about x*. The “weight” of this distortion is given by 1−β under 0-beliefs.

4.2.2. Strategic belief of sophistication of level k
A voter's 1-belief is defined as a best response to the best response of a politician to a voter's 0-belief. Thus,

G1 ξð Þ≡ 1−βð Þμ þ βξ: ð4Þ

We consider again a strategic politician's best response to this belief. Since the voter believes that g=G1(ξ) and since the voter
infers ξ̂ as the inverse of G1, we have, using Eq. (4),

ξ̂ ¼ 1
β
g−1−β

β
μ: ð5Þ

8 Technically speaking, we assume that the posterior μ̂ is only a function of μ and x*+ε (see Lemma 1). Without overconfidence, the voter would also embrace
that g potentially reveals some additional information about x*. As a result, the posterior μ̂ would be a function of μ, x*+ε and g. Since g depends on the politician's
best estimate of μ̂ , this introduces an intricate fixed point argument that would complicate the analysis significantly. However, it would still lead to the same
qualitative results as in the current model. Specifically, there would still be pandering because μ̂ would still depend on μ, if only to a lesser extent. Apart from
this technical consideration, we perceive the assumption of overconfident voters, who do not acknowledge that the policy implemented by a politician may reveal
information about the true state of the world, as very realistic.
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Exactly in the same way as under 0-beliefs, the incumbent wants to minimize the distance ξ̂−μ̂
���

��� in expectations. He does so
by setting g such that ξ̂ ¼ E μ̂ ξj �½ . Using Eq. (5), Lemma 1, and the fact that E[x*+ε|ξ]=ξ, we obtain that

1
β
g−1−β

β
μ ¼ 1−βð Þμ þ βξ:

Rearranging, we obtain

g ¼ 1−β2
� �

μ þ β2ξ: ð6Þ

We infer that, under 1-beliefs, the weight of the politician's pandering to the voter's opinion is 1−β2. Under 0-beliefs it is 1−β
(see Eq. (3)). Since β lies between zero and one (see Lemma 1), the politician's distortion of the policy choice towards the opinion
of the voter is greater under the 1-belief than under the 0-belief. The intuition for this is the following. Under the 1-belief, a voter al-
ready expects the politician to pander to his belief by a weight of 1−β (see Eq. (4)). The politician takes this into account and this
drives him to pander according to the voter's expectations and even somewhat more (a pandering effect of second order), to maxi-
mize the chances of getting reelected.

It is now straightforward to continue the recursion that leads to a general belief of strategic sophistication of degree k. Suppose
that the voter holds a belief of sophistication of level k that has already been defined (for instance, for k=0 or k=1). Formally,
this means that the voter believes g=Gk(ξ). A strategic politician knows that the voter infers ξ̂ ¼ G−1

k gð Þ.9 From arguments made
above, the politician's best response is to set g such that ξ̂ ¼ E μ̂ ξj �½ . This means that Gk

−1(g)=(1−β)μ+βξ. Starting with the ini-
tial belief G0(ξ)=ξ it is straightforward to determine the expressions for G1 (as we have done above), G2, G3 etc. The result is
given in the following lemma (the calculations are straightforward and the proof is omitted).

Lemma 2. The voter's k-belief about the politician's strategy is given by Gk(ξ)=(1−βk)μ+βkξ.

We summarize a politician's best response to the voter's k-belief in the following lemma.

Lemma 3. A politician's best response to the voter's k-belief g=Gk(ξ)=(1−βk)μ+βkξ is given by g=(1−βk+1)μ+βk+1ξ.

In Section 6, we show that it is actually not crucial for our results whether the voter's k-type is lower or higher than the poli-
tician's. However, as we discuss there, we perceive the assumption made above, that politicians can outguess voters and not vice
versa, as a natural benchmark. The reason is that politicians are likely to be better trained in strategic thinking than voters because
this is crucial for their career. For the remainder of this section and in Section 5, we will continue assuming that the exogenously
given levels of sophistication are k for the voter and k+1 for the politician.

4.2.3. Strategic belief of infinite sophistication
If we continue iterating level-k beliefs to the limit of infinity, we end up with the benchmark of perfect strategic sophistication,

that is perfect rationality. This belief would then support a perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the political game (see below). The
intriguing finding is that under perfect rationality, the voter expects the politician to perfectly pander to his prior opinion (see
Lemma 2). As a result, the politician will do so. Thus, in the perfect rationality case, the politician will not make any use of private
information when choosing a policy but will only adhere to the voter's opinion.

4.3. The equilibrium of the political game

Before stating the equilibrium outcome, we wish to define our solution concept of the political game, which we dub
sophistication-k equilibrium.Weprovide a definition that is fairly informal and targeted to the particular game that we consider here.

Definition 1. (Sophistication-k equilibrium) A sophistication-k equilibrium is a strategy combination and a set of beliefs about
the state of nature and about the behavior of the other player, such that at each node of the game between a level-k player
(the voter) and a level-k+1 player (the politician):

1. The strategies for the remainder of the game are Nash given the beliefs and strategies of the other player;
2. The level-k player holds a k-belief about the behavior of the other player;
3. The k+1 player anticipates the belief of the level-k player;
4. The beliefs about the state of nature are rational and determined by Bayes' law.

As we discuss in Section 6, the politician's level of sophistication could be higher than k+1without changing the results quan-
titatively. We also show that for other finite realizations of the voter's and the politician's k-types (which can be identical or dif-
ferent), our results hold qualitatively.

Before we state our main positive result, we also wish to define what we mean by populism.

9 It can be checked, using Lemma 2, that the existence of the inverse function Gk
−1 is actually assured as long as k is finite.
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Definition 2. (Populism) A politician's choice, g, is populist if it does not only depend on his own information, ξ, but also on the
prior opinion of the voter, μ. The extent of populism depends on the weight that a politician puts on μ.

Proposition 1. (Sophistication-k equilibrium) (i): Under limited strategic sophistication, that is if k is finite, there exists a unique
sophistication-k equilibrium. In particular, the policy outcome for the first period is

g ¼ 1−βkþ1
� �

μ þ βkþ1x� ð7Þ
in case of the competent politician and

g ¼ 1−βkþ1
� �

μ þ βkþ1 x� þ ζ
� � ð8Þ

in case of the incompetent politician. (ii): Under perfect rationality, that is if k is infinite, there exists a unique equilibrium that is
obtained as a limit case for k→∞. This equilibrium is perfectly populist and both politician types set g=μ.

Proposition 1 shows that, under limited strategic sophistication, the policy outcome is a weighted average of the politician's
own information and the voter's opinion. Thus, while the policy choice is always populist, it is only partially so since the politician
does make use of his information.10 The higher the degree of sophistication k, the higher the weight a politician puts on the
voter's opinion as opposed to his own information. Because of this, the difference between the policy choice of the two politician
types shrinks with a higher k. When k reaches infinity, the policy choice is perfectly populist. The outcome is the same as if the
voter had chosen the policy himself. This corresponds to the institution of direct democracy (see the following section).

It is noteworthy that the perfect Bayesian equilibrium that is obtained in the limit case of an infinite k, requires an appropriate
off-equilibrium belief that supports this equilibrium. Suppose the voter believes that if the politician chooses g≠μ, the probability
that the incumbent is competent is lower than α. In this case, the voter would oust the politician. Hence, the politician has no in-
centive to deviate from the equilibrium stated in Proposition 1 (ii).

Since dynamic games of incomplete information often have a large number of perfect Bayesian equilibria, equilibrium selec-
tion criteria are an important issue. The fact that the perfect Bayesian equilibrium in Part (ii) of Proposition 1 represents the
limit case of a sophistication-k equilibrium provides a natural equilibrium selection criterion. It provides the limit that boundedly
rational agents would converge to if going through a k-thinking/learning process.11

Overall, comparing the two cases in Proposition 1, we observe that the institution of representative democracy works funda-
mentally different under limited strategic sophistication compared to under perfect strategic rationality. The result that the poli-
tician's incentive to pander increases with strategic sophistication appears quite surprising at first, but it becomes intuitive once
the logic of sophistication-k belief is understood.

In the following corollary, we point out the effects of two further important parameters of the model: σε
2 and α.

Corollary 1. (Comparative statics) (i): If the intermediate shock's variance, σε
2, grows, the extent of populism increases. (ii): Both the

frequency and the extent of populism are independent of α, the share of competent politicians in the economy.

With respect to part (i), recall that β ¼ σ2
x

σ2
xþσ2

ε
(see Lemma 1). Thus, if σε

2 is low, β is close to one and populism vanishes. The
intuition is that the voter receives the signal x*+ε before making his election decision. He uses this signal to judge an incumbent
politician's competence. If σε

2 is very low, voters observe the ex ante optimal policy level, that is x*, almost perfectly. As a result of
getting a very precise signal, the voter's prior μ has very little influence on his posterior opinion about x*. A politician's aim is to be
judged competent through the lens of the voter's posterior opinion. If this posterior opinion depends only very little on the prior μ,
a politician's incentive to pander to the voter's prior opinion is comparatively low. As a result, the policy is to a larger degree de-
termined by the politician's own information, which he uses to predict the voter's posterior opinion. In the opposite case, where
σε
2 is large, β is comparatively low. Thus, the voter's opinion is highly persistent and μ has a high weight in influencing policy. It is

important to note, however, that σε
2 — and hence β — affect the equilibrium policy choice only if k is finite, that is under limited

strategic sophistication of the voter.
With respect to part (ii) of Corollary 1, note that, according to Proposition 1, any policy of any politician is populist, indepen-

dent of the politician's type. When comparing Eqs. (7) to (8), it is evident that an incompetent politician's policy g is more noisy
than a competent politician's. However, according to our definition, the extent of populism depends on the weight that a politi-
cian puts on the voter's prior opinion, μ, and this weight, 1−βk+1, is equal across politician types.

4.4. Bounded rationality and welfare

Using Proposition 1, it is straightforward to characterize welfare. We do so by using the concept of a loss function L. L is defined
as the difference between the voter's expected utility as achieved when g is set to its first-best level – that is the ex ante welfare-

10 For empirical evidence on this, see Section 6.
11 It is straightforward to show that, under perfect rationality, any policy choice g=μ+Δ (where Δ is an arbitrary real number) can be supported as an equi-
librium by appropriate off-equilibrium beliefs. In all of these equilibria, the policy action does not depend on the politician's information. As mentioned in foot-
note 2, we do not provide a fully-fledged analysis of the complete set of perfect Bayesian equilibria that arise under unlimited strategic sophistication. While this
would be very interesting, it is beyond the scope of this paper and would require an analysis in its own right. In this paper, we focus on the role of limited strategic
sophistication and compare the outcome to the limit case k→∞ that would arise if agents went through an infinite number of k-thinking/learning rounds.
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maximizing level x* – and expected utility as achieved in the equilibrium of the political game. Formally, L=EVFB−EVEQ in each
period. Our welfare measure is thus entirely based on the voter's utility and the politician's utility does not appear. This is an as-
sumption commonly made in the literature (see, e.g., Maskin and Tirole, 2004). The idea is that the weight of a politician is very
small compared to the whole electorate. Technically, this is approximated by the electorate (the “voter”) having unit mass,
whereas the politician has measure zero.

The first-best utility value ex ante amounts to EVFB=−σε
2 (see Eq. (2)). Using this, we obtain:

Proposition 2. (Welfare representative democracy) Under representative democracy, welfare is characterized by

LRD ¼ 1−βkþ1
� �2

x�−μ
� �2 þ β2 kþ1ð Þ 1−αð Þσ2

ζ in period 1; ð9Þ

LRD ¼ 1−α−Δα½ �σ2
ζ in period 2; ð10Þ

where Δα≥0.

Consider the first period. The welfare loss from representative democracy is equal to a weighted average of the distortion associ-
ated with the voter's opinion, |x*−μ|, and the variance of the incompetent politician's prior, σζ

2. The first term arises from pandering.
The second term arises from the fact that no equilibrium entails full pandering for finite k but the politician will always partially base
his policy choice upon his private information. Since the prior of the incompetent politician is noisy, the fact that g depends on this
prior increases the variance of g. This comes at a cost to risk averse voters. It is interesting to note that the weights, (1−βk+1)2

and β2(k+1), do not add to one if and only if k is finite. We will come back to this in the next section in the context of Proposition 5.
In the second period, pandering does not arise since no politician has an incentive tomanipulate the voter's perception of his com-

petence. As a result, only the noise termσζ
2 contributes to thewelfare loss. It can be checked thatΔα≥0. This follows from the fact that

the probability that a competent politician holds office in the second period exceeds α (see the Proof of Proposition 2). Thus, the
probability that a competent politician holds office in the second period is higher than that a competent politician holds office in
the first period. This confirms a well-known result that elections help to mitigate an adverse selection problem (Besley, 2006).

An interesting and important insight from Proposition 2 is that welfare is higher under limited strategic sophistication than
under perfect rationality provided that the politician's private information is sufficiently valuable on average (that is (1−α)σζ

2

is not too large). Thus, under a broad range of circumstances, bounded rationality leads to an increase in welfare compared to per-
fect rationality. Within the behavioral economics literature, this is a rather unusual finding. After all, behavioral distortions such
as loss aversion, hyperbolic discounting etc. are usually detrimental for welfare, not welfare-enhancing (see Della Vigna and
Malmendier, 2004; Gabaix and Laibson, 2006; Köszegi and Rabin, 2006; Laibson, 1997).

That limited strategic sophistication can be beneficial for welfare originates from the fact that smart players have too big an incen-
tive to engage in detrimental “outsmarting games.” A smart voter expects a politician to pander. As a result, the politicianwill pander,
but the politicianwill outsmart the voter by pandering evenmore than the voter expects. Now, if the voter becomes even smarter, he
will expect even more pandering, resulting the politician pandering even more etc. In the limit of full rationality, both players have
exhausted every opportunity to outsmart each other. This is only compatible with a situation of perfect populism. As long as the poli-
tician's private information is sufficiently valuable, on average, this is a bad outcome since it means wasting valuable information.

The fact that the lack of perfect strategic sophistication is beneficial for welfare is reminiscent of the economic benefits of trust
(Fehr, 2009). Intuitively, mutual trust also reduces the propensity to engage in “outsmarting games” and, thus, has an effect sim-
ilar to limited strategic sophistication. However, as emphasized by Fehr (2009), trust is not primarily a phenomenon of cognitive
limitation, but of social preferences and betrayal aversion. Thus, while trust also limits the propensity for strategic behavior, this
mainly originates from a different source than limited sophistication.

More formally, welfare under limited strategic sophistication can be compared to welfare under perfect rationality as follows.
Welfare is always higher for some finite k than for an infinite k. This can be seen by minimizing Eq. (9) with respect to βk+1. As-
suming an interior solution – and thus neglecting that βk+1bβ since k≥0 – the minimizing value is given by

βkþ1
min ¼ x�−μð Þ2

x�−μð Þ2 þ 1−αð Þσ2
ζ

: ð11Þ

The expression on the right-hand side is independent of k and may take on values between zero and one. It follows from Eq.
(11) that perfect rationality, that is an infinite k, does never minimize Eq. (9), except for the uninteresting case where σζ

2 is infi-
nite, that is when the incompetent politicians' information would be infinitely noisy, on average.

When is highest welfare achieved under k=0? If the welfare-maximizing k is 0, then the nonnegativity constraint on k for
minimizing Eq. (9) is binding. In particular, k=0 leads to the highest welfare if

β≤ x�−μð Þ2
x�−μð Þ2 þ 1−αð Þσ2

ζ

: ð12Þ

This is the case if the right-hand side of Eq. (12) is relatively large, i.e. comes close to one (recall that βb1). In the limit case
where there are no incompetent politicians, i.e. if α=1 and/or σζ

2=0, the right-hand side of Eq. (12) is, in fact, equal to 1. By
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continuity, k=0 also minimizes Eq. (9) if α is close to one or σζ
2 is small. However, k=0 does not lead to the highest value of wel-

fare if α is sufficiently smaller than one or σζ
2 is relatively large.

Intuitively, a competent politician's signal reveals the welfare-maximizing level of g. Thus, any other determinant of g – such
as μ – that prevents g from exclusively depending on this truthful signal lowers welfare. In contrast, if there are incompetent pol-
iticians and their signals are sufficiently noisy, then dependence of g on these signals increases its variance and makes policy
choice more erratic. Since the voter is risk averse, this comes at a cost. In this case, some degree of populism, i.e. higher k, is ben-
eficial as it lowers the variance of g and this may increase welfare.

5. Comparing constitutional regimes

We now turn to the comparative institutional analysis. Our aim is to show that limited strategic rationality crucially affects the
welfare ranking of different political institutions. In particular, we compare welfare under our baseline case of representative de-
mocracy to two other important benchmark cases: direct democracy, and governance by independent experts. The three institu-
tions can be ordered in terms of the degree to which decision making is delegated from voters to their agents, and thus the degree
to which agents are accountable to voters. Decision making can either be delegated to completely independent experts; it can be
delegated to politicians who want to get reelected and, thus, are only partially independent (representative democracy); or it may
not be delegated at all (direct democracy).12

5.1. Direct democracy

We first consider direct democracy. We follow Maskin and Tirole (2004) by modeling direct democracy as a political institu-
tion where

g ¼ μ; ð13Þ
that is the voter directly chooses g himself. The idea is that in a direct democracy voters have the right to ask for referenda and
that this leads to a strong link between policy making and the opinion of voters (Gerber, 1996; Besley and Coate, 2008).13

In reality μ is likely to depend on political institutions. In a direct democracy, the political discourse is likely to make voters
better informed than in representative regimes. Furthermore, in regimes with direct-democratic elements, there is more scope
for experts to influence voters' opinions. For simplicity, and in the interest of transparency, our formal analysis does not take
this into account. However, it is important to keep this omission in mind when interpreting our results.

There are no strategic elements involved in decision making. The following proposition follows directly from inserting g into
Eq. (2) and taking expectations.

Proposition 3. (Welfare under direct democracy) Under direct democracy, the welfare loss in each period amounts to LDD=(x*−μ)2.

The loss function is again defined as the deviation of expected utility from its first-best level.
Comparing welfare under direct democracy to the case of representative democracy in Eq. (9), we see that both are equivalent

for the case of perfect rationality, that is an infinite k.

5.2. Independent experts

Now we turn to delegation of policy making to independent experts. For consistency, we assume that experts have the same
lexicographic preferences as politicians. However, because experts are non-accountable to voters—that is they determine policies
in both periods and cannot be ousted after the first period—the first goal of politicians, to get reelected, is not relevant for experts.
Hence, we assume that experts solely maximize welfare, which makes them similar to benevolent dictators.

The regime of independent agents is often viewed as an ideal form of governance. What we have in mind is, for instance, that
policy choices are mainly determined by academic experts or experts with a previous career in academia. Specifically, one could
imagine that those agents who are responsible for implementing policy – politicians or bureaucrats – are bound by the constitu-
tion to directly follow the advice of academic experts. In practice, such an institution does not exist in pure form, although top-
level central bankers or supreme court judges may come close.

Importantly, however, complaints of academic economists that politicians are not listening to their advice are commonplace. Im-
plicit in this complaint is the judgment that governance by expertswould bedesirable. Furthermore, it is often implicitly assumed that
the policy goal of academic experts is to maximize welfare, broadly defined as a weighted average of the utility of different groups of
citizens. In our setting, this would be equal tomaximizing Eq. (2).We therefore believe that the view that experts are benevolent is, if
not fully true, an important benchmark case and thus of interest for a comparative analysis of different governance institutions.

To facilitate the comparison to representative democracy, we assume that experts obtain a prior about x*, denoted by ξEXP, sim-
ilar to the case of politicians. There is a competent expert type for which we have ξEXP=x*. For the incompetent expert type, we
have ξEXP=x*+ν. The random variable ν reflects a noise term with an expected value of zero and a variance σν

2. The probability

12 Relating to Maskin and Tirole (2004), the higher the degree of delegation of decision making the lower the accountability of decision makers in a constitution-
al regime.
13 In New Zealand, Switzerland, and some U.S. states, a referendum can be initiated by voters by means of a citizen petition.
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that an expert is competent is π. As mentioned, we assume that experts are fully benevolent. In other words, their objective is to
maximize Eq. (2).14

Consequently, an expert sets

g ¼ ξEXP : ð14Þ

The welfare loss under the expert regime is given in the following proposition. The proof is very similar to the one of
Proposition 2 and is omitted.

Proposition 4. (Welfare experts) In the case of experts, the per period loss amounts to LEXP=(1−π)σν
2.

5.3. Comparison of institutions (ex ante and ex post)

Comparing the outcomes for the three constitutional regimes in the first period, representative democracy can be understood
as a mix of direct democracy and governance by experts.

For a comparison of institutions, it is instructive to take on a neutral ex ante perspective, according to which the quality of infor-
mation (that is the prior about x*) is the same for politicians under representative democracy and for experts. Denote ξp the prior of a
politician and assume that ξEXP=ξp≡ξ. Furthermore, assume that the likelihood that an expert or a politician is incompetent is equal,
that is α=π. Then gEXP=ξ, where EXP stands for experts. Furthermore, gDD=μ, where DD refers to direct democracy. It follows from
Proposition 1 that gRD=(1−βk+1)gDD+βk+1gEXP in the first period, where RD refers to representative democracy.

This weighted-average nature of representative democracy makes it attractive to risk averse voters in the sense that, for the
first period, L(gRD)b(1−βk+1)L(gDD)+βk+1L(gEXP), for finite k. This follows from the fact that L is strictly convex. The fact
that the loss associated with gRD is lower than a weighted average of the losses associated with either gDD or gEXP is also the reason
why the weights associated with the two terms in LRD in Proposition 2, namely (1−βk+1)2 and β2(k+1), add to less than one for
finite k. We summarize this finding as follows.

Proposition 5. (Ex ante superiority of representative democracy) Consider an ex ante perspective where α=π and ξEXP=ξp. If k is
finite, then gRD=(1−βk+1)gDD+βk+1gEXP and L(gRD)b(1−βk+1)L(gDD)+βk+1L(gEXP).

Proposition 5 implies that – in the context of our specific model – representative democracy yields greater expected welfare than
the convex combination of direct democracy and delegation of decisionmaking to independent experts.15 At the heart of this ex ante
superiority lies the fact that, under limited strategic sophistication, policy is determined as a weighted average of the voter's opinion
and the politician's information. Thismakes the policy outcomevery balanced. To understand this, note that, on the onehand, if policy
making is determined strictly by voters themselves – as in the case of direct democracy or also under representative democracy in the
case of perfect strategic rationality – there is the risk that voters err to a large extent. On the other hand, if policymaking is determined
by non-accountable experts, there is the risk that they are wrong. The institution of representative democracy builds, in fact, a kind of
portfolio of those two institutions, from an ex ante perspective. This happens precisely because the politicians pander to voters, but
only partially so. However, this only happens if the policy choice is indeed a weighted average of voters' opinions and politicians' in-
formation, that is only if there is limited strategic sophistication. For an infinite k, the ex ante superiority disappears. In that case, wel-
fare under representative and under direct democracy is identical in ourmodel. Furthermore, for an infinite k, there is no natural way
to rank the latter two institutions with respect to independent agents from an ex ante perspective.

Moving from the neutral ex ante to the ex post perspective, where parameter values are already realized, we compare the loss
functions in Propositions 2, 3, and 4. We find that the elements that crucially affect which constitutional regime is optimal are: the
distortion associated with the median voter's belief, |μ−x*|; the variance of the incompetent politician's bias, σζ

2; and the corre-
sponding variance of the incompetent expert's bias, σν

2. We summarize the effects of these three elements on the relative optimal-
ity of constitutional regimes in the following Corollary.

Corollary 2. (Constitutional comparison) (i): Experts are optimal if σν
2 is small relative to |μ−x*| and σζ

2. (ii): Direct democracy is
optimal if |μ−x*| is small relative to σζ

2 and σν
2.

6. Discussion

6.1. Empirical evidence

The main positive prediction of our k-belief model of representative democracy is that, when a politician can get reelected, he
partially panders to the voter's opinion. If no reelection is possible (i.e. in the second period in our model), the politician does not

14 The term “incompetent expert” is rooted in the fact that experts often disagree. If so, at most one expert opinion can be right. In other words, experts, even if
benevolent and highly trained, may be wrong. Combating crime provides one example where experts disagree substantially (see Levitt, 1998, and Buscaglia,
2008), climate change provides another one (see McKibbin and Wilcoxen, 2002; Weitzman, 2007; Stern, 2008), to mention just a few domains.
15 It is important to recall that, in reality, we probably have α≠π and ξEXP≠ξp. It is an empirical question, however, in which direction these values differ.
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pander. Evidence for this pattern is provided by Heith (1998) and Heith (2004). There, the author reports results from her studies
of archive documents that shed light on how U.S. presidents make use of public opinion research. As put by Heith (1998, p. 165),
“few things are more important to the modern White House than public opinion.” Results of public opinion research are found to
be crucial for agenda setting and have a strong influence on policy making. On the other hand, “the permanent campaign does not
dominate decision making” (Heith, 2004, p.134). In sum, this means that public opinion is an important ingredient, but not an
exclusive determinant of presidential decision making. This is fully consistent with the prediction of our model that, before re-
election, policies are determined as a weighted average of the voter's opinion and the politician's private information.

A very interesting result reported in Heith (1998) is that public opinion research is far more important in a president's first
term than in the second. In fact, they are most important in the first and second year of the first term, when agendas are set.
This is consistent with the prediction of our model that, in the second period, there is no pandering.

List and Sturm (2006) provide evidence that politicians pander when facing reelection by showing that, in their last term, U.S.
governors tend to be less populist with regard to environmental policy. McArthur and Marks (1988) find that representatives in
the U.S. Congress change their voting behavior after not getting reelected, i.e. when being “lame duck.” Going beyond elected of-
ficials, Blanes i Vidal and Leaver (2011) provide evidence that even appointed judges pander to voters' opinions when they face a
threat of losing decision making power.

Turning to the case of direct democracy, our analysis predicts that the policy outcome in a direct democracy directly reflects
the voter's opinion, while the outcome in a representative democracy does partially so, provided limited strategic sophistication.
In line with this pattern, Gerber (1999) finds that in U.S. states with voter initiatives, measures of public opinion and policy out-
comes are more closely correlated than in states without voter initiatives.

Besley and Coate (2003) provide evidence on the comparison of elected vs. appointed officials by analyzing the behavior of elec-
tricity regulators. They find that elected officials lead to more pro-consumer regulations than appointed officials. This is consistent
with the idea that elected officials pander to their electorate while appointed officials are less prone to do so. In a similar spirit, Lim
(2011) provides evidence that elected judges pander to their electorate and that their behavior differs from appointed judges.

6.2. Different k-types for voters and politicians

Here, we briefly discuss how our results change if the constellation of the voter's and politician's levels of k is different from
the baseline case in Section 4. For the analysis of more general constellations of k-beliefs, it is useful to imagine that each level
of k corresponds to a (hypothetical) belief type (Crawford and Iriberri, 2007b). A (hypothetical) 0-type voter has a naive belief,
namely that the politician maximizes the voter's utility. A 1-type politician plays best response to the belief of the 0-type
voter. A 1-type voter has a belief that is a best response to the 1-type politician. A 2-type politician plays best response to the be-
liefs of a 1-type voter. A 2-type voter has a belief that is a best response to the strategy of the 2-type politician etc.

The fact that the iteration starts with a 0-type, does not mean that this type actually exists or is empirically plausible. Rather,
the iteration reflects a learning process that starts at the 0-type belief and stops at a specific finite level of k because of bounded
rationality. In experimental analysis, when allowing for heterogeneous types, most subjects are found to be either 1- or 2-types
(Camerer et al., 2004; Crawford and Iriberri, 2007b).

In our derivation of k-beliefs in Section 4, we have implicitly assumed that the politician's level of sophistication is higher than
the voter's by one degree. For instance, if the voter is of 1-type, then the politician is of 2-type. We view this as a plausible as-
sumption since a politician has a high incentive to get trained in strategic behavior. In contrast, a single voter has a much
lower incentive to learn about a politician's strategic behavior since a voter has a negligible effect on the outcome of an election.16

In this context, it is noteworthy that a politician of type k+x, x>1 would choose the same actions as a politician with type k+1.
The reason is that both types play best response to a voter of type k, and this is all that matters.

Althoughwe view the baseline assumption that the politician's degree of sophistication is higher than the voter's as plausible, it is
not crucial for our results. Suppose, instead, that the politician and the voter share the same k. Then, based on the reasoning outlined
above, the politician plays best response to a (hypothetical) voter's “k-1”-type, and the voter's belief is a best response to the
politician's (actual) k-type. Since the politician's choice of g is a best response to a voter's “k-1”-belief, we can use Lemma 3 to infer
that g=(1−βk)μ+βkξ, rather than g=(1−βk+1)μ+βk+1ξ. Comparing the two expressions, it becomes immediately clear that
any comparative static result with respect to k that we derived assuming that the belief type of the politician is k+1,will qualitatively
be the same when the belief type of the politician is k.

Based on the same reasoning, it is also straightforward to infer that if the belief type of the voter is k and the belief type of the
politician is k-1, then the politician's action is g=(1−βk−1)μ+βk−1ξ. This is simply a response to the belief of a (hypothetical)
“k-2”-type voter. Results for other possible k-type constellations can be inferred along the same lines. In sum, we conclude that
the assumption that the politician's level of sophistication is higher than the voter's is not crucial for our results.

7. Conclusion

The debate about the best form of government goes back to ancient times. Despite the long history in search of optimal polit-
ical institutions, the issue is still not settled, yet. As The Economist wrote recently, when commenting about current governance

16 Compare this to the “Behavioral IO” literature where it is common to assume that consumers suffer from a behavioral bias while firms or their managers are
fully rational; see Della Vigna and Malmendier (2004) and Gabaix and Laibson (2006).
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and other political problems in California: “the main culprit has been direct democracy […] This citizen legislature has caused
chaos.”17 Moreover, that newspaper identified a late trend in the entire Western world towards more direct democracy: “With
technology making it ever easier to hold referendums and Western voters ever more angry with their politicians, direct democ-
racy could be on the march.”

In this paper, we have addressed the topical issue of the optimal political governance regime using novel insights from behav-
ioral economics. In particular, we have performed a comparative analysis of political institutions under bounded rationality and
limited strategic sophistication.

In our model of representative democracy, we have shown that limited strategic sophistication crucially affects politicians' in-
centives to engage in populism. Under limited sophistication, a policy is determined as a weighted average between politicians'
private information and voters' opinions. In contrast, under unlimited sophistication, the policy outcome is perfectly populist and
no politician has an incentive to make use of any private information, however valuable this information may be. A surprising
finding is that the higher the level of strategic sophistication, the more populist is the policy choice of politicians. The reason is
that a more sophisticated voter expects politicians to pander more. As a result, politicians will indeed pander more.

In ourmodel, limited strategic sophistication crucially affects the desirability of various political institutions: by comparing repre-
sentative democracy to direct democracy and to delegation of policymaking to independent experts, we have argued that, from an ex
ante perspective, representative democracy is preferable to the other two institutions if there is limited strategic rationality. In a direct
democracy, where policy making is determined by voters themselves, there is the risk that voters err to a large extent. On the other
hand, there is a risk that independent experts may bewrong as well. In our setup, the institution of representative democracy builds,
in fact, a portfolio of the two institutions direct democracy and independent experts and thus diversifies thementioned risks. This hap-
pens precisely because politicians pander to voters under limited strategic sophistication, but the pandering is only partial.

Although the model presented in this paper is stylized and rests on specific assumptions, it contributes to the ongoing discussion
about the optimal form of democratic institutions: it sheds light on the transmission channels throughwhich limited strategic sophis-
tication may impact policy choice and makes clear predictions about the degree of populism depending on voters' sophistication.

In future research, it would be interesting to consider the role of the media, taking into account their potential to shape voters'
beliefs. Furthermore, one may analyze the role of education policy. In particular, one may consider endogenizing the level of stra-
tegic sophistication and take into account heterogeneous levels of sophistication. Furthermore, the setup of this paper may also
apply to decision making in corporations and to principal-agent relationships more generally.
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Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1. At stage 3 of period one, the voter observes x*+ε as the realization of the random variable x+ε. The
voter aims to update his belief about x. The random variables x and x+ε are jointly normally distributed with E[x]=μ, Var[x]=σx

2,
E[x+ε]=μ, Var[x+ε]=σx

2+σε
2. Furthermore, Cov[x,x+ε]=σx

2. Substituting this into the formulas for conditional expectations
and variances for jointly-normal random variables (see, for instance, Hogg and Craig, 1995, p. 148) yields the result. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 1. Part (i): This follows directly from Lemma 2 and Lemma 3.

Part (ii): Clearly, part (i) implies that there is a unique limit for k→∞. This limit is indeed an equilibrium for appropriate off-
equilibrium beliefs about a politician's type if he deviates from setting g=μ. For instance, consider the belief that a politician set-
ting g≠μ is incompetent with probability one. Under this belief, the voter would never reelect a politician setting g≠μ (see
Section 4.1). Given such an off-equilibrium belief, a politician setting g=μ maximizes his probability of getting reelected.
Hence, he does not want to deviate from g=μ. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 2. Denote by gC the level of g set by the competent politician and let gIC refer to the incompetent politician.
Let λ denote the probability that a politician is competent in a given period. Then, using Eq. (2),

EV ¼ − λE gC−x�−ε
� �2h i

þ 1−λð ÞE gIC−x�−ε
� �2h ih i

: ð15Þ

Consider the first period. Clearly, λ=α. Using this, and inserting for gC, gIC from Proposition 1 into Eq. (15), we obtain

EVEQ ¼ − 1−βkþ1
� �2

μ−x�
� �2− 1−αð Þβ2 kþ1ð Þσ2

ζ−σ2
ε :

17 April 23rd, 2011, p.12
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EV is maximized for g=x*, which yields EVFB=−σε
2. Inserting this and the above expression into the definition of L yields

Eq. (9).
We turn next to the second period. We show first that it is more likely that a competent politician gets reelected than that an

incompetent politician gets reelected if k is finite. Whenmaking his reelection decision, the voter considers how the inferred prior
of the politician, ξ̂, compares to the voter's best available information about x*, that is μ̂ . In particular, the smaller ξ̂−μ̂

���
���, the higher

the posterior probability α̂ that the voter assigns to the event that the incumbent is competent. Since a politician wants to max-
imize α̂ (see Section 4.1), the politician chooses g such that ξ̂ ¼ E μ̂ ξj �½ (see Section 4.2). Since the prior ξ is more informative in
case of the competent politician than in case of the incompetent politician, the likelihood that the former achieves a small
value of ξ̂−μ̂

���
��� is higher. Hence, the likelihood that the voter infers a high value of α̂ is higher in case of a competent incumbent

than in case of an incompetent incumbent. In turn, the likelihood that α̂≥α is higher in case of the competent politician. Hence, a
competent incumbent will be reelected more often than an incompetent politician (see Section 4.1 for the fact that an incumbent
gets reelected if and only if α̂≥α).18

If k is infinite, both politician types choose g=μ (see Proposition 1). Thus, there is no way to make any updating about the
likelihood that the incumbent is competent. Hence, the reelection chances are the same for both politician types. Overall, the
chance that the competent type gets reelected is (at least weakly) higher than the chance that the incompetent type gets
reelected for any value of k, including infinity.

We now derive Eq. (10). There are three events in which the politician in the second period is competent: (1) A competent
incumbent gets reelected; (2) a competent incumbent gets ousted and replaced by a competent challenger; (3) an incompetent
incumbent gets ousted and replaced by a competent challenger. Denote the probability that a competent politician gets reelected
by ρC and the probability that an incompetent politician gets reelected as ρIC. Denote the event that the second period politician is
competent by C2. Then we have

Pr C2½ � ¼ αρC þ α2 1−ρCð Þ þ α 1−αð Þ 1−ρICð Þ
¼ α 1þ 1−αð Þ ρC−ρICð Þ½ �≥ α:

ð16Þ

The last inequality follows from the fact that it is more likely that a competent politician gets reelected than that an incompe-
tent politician gets reelected, as derived above. Overall, we have now established that, in period two, λ=α+Δα for some Δα≥0
(see Eq. (16)).

Using that gC=x*, gIC=x*+ζ in the second period (see Section 4.1) and inserting this into Eq. (15) yields a second period
expected utility of

EV ¼ − 1−α−Δαð Þσ2
ζ−σ2

ε :

Again, EVFB=−σε
2. Inserting this and the above expression into the definition of L yields Eq. (10).
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